Barry McGee

Influences

- Street Art Biographies
- The ARTery | "Barry McGee Tags The ICA"
- The Boston Globe | "Interview with Graffiti Artist Barry McGee"
- Conceptual Fine Art | "Barry McGee: I still have it in me, but I'm older now"
- ART21 | "Margaret Kilgallen: Heroines"
- "Margaret Kilgallen"

Themes

- Pessimistic Views on Urbanism
  - Eastside Projects | "Artists Index: Barry McGee"
- Nature
  - The Matt Gonzalez Reader | "Barry McGee"
- Central Characters
  - ArtPil | "Barry McGee"
  - Street Art Bio | "Barry McGee Biography"
- Unprecedented Art Style
  - The ARTery | "Don't Call Barry McGee a Street Artist"
  - ArtSlant | "Barry McGee"
Interviews

- Arrested Motion | "Interview: SR-1 (Founder and President of THR Crew)"
- SFMOMA | "Graffiti is a sport, and Barry McGee a Sportsman"
- ART21 | "Graffiti: Barry McGee"
- ASpray Daily | "Interview with Barry McGee AKA Twist"
- Monster Children | "Barry McGee's Men in Transition"

Reviews

- 2004: San Francisco City Hall Message
  - SFGate | "San Francisco / Last Word on Government / Graffiti Installation in Gonzalez's Office gets Mixed Reviews"

- 2008: Beautiful Losers documentary
  - Beautiful Losers - imdb
  - Available to watch (paid content) on Amazon Prime, Google Play, and Youtube Movies.

- 2012: Review of the Barry McGee show at the Berkeley Art Museum
  - Hyperallergic | "Does Barry McGee Have Something to Prove?"

- 2013: McGee exhibition at the Institute of Contemporary Art
  - The Boston Globe | "Art Review: Barry McGee Exhibit Traces his Vibrant Visions as a Graffiti Artist"

- 2015: New Yorker released an intimate reveal about his life.
  - The New Yorker | "A Ghost in the Family"

- 2015: Frieze's review of Barry McGee
  - Frieze | "Barry McGee"